
February 2019 – High Point, NC – 
Bespoke furniture manufacturer 

Jonathan Charles lights the way for brilliant 
design in their new lighting collection. Ranging 

from 15th century French neoclassical to 1940’s 
modernism, the collection calls upon every era to 

appeal to different style preferences. With wood and 
metal as the foundation, Jonathan Charles layers on 

gilded appliqués, high sheen lacquers, and exotic inlays 
for a sophisticated and eclectic aesthetic. Handsome shade 

treatments elevate each lamp to illuminate a room with grace.

Each piece is handmade by artisans to bear the signature of Jonathan 
Charles’ craftsmanship: meticulous attention to detail, tailored 

carvings, and double lined and hand-stitched shades. With an in-house 
foundry, Jonathan Charles’ team of artisans makes all hardware, from 

the finials down to the screws, for a truly one-of-a-kind original.
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It’s all in the detail...

Campaign Style Floor Lamp + Table Lamp
28” – 65” H
Inspired by the classic campaign furniture, the 
Campaign Style Lamps (available as a floor or 
table) reinterpret the British military style with 
modernist touches via dark santos rosewood 
column and a white stainless-steel mounting. A 
pinstripe trim around the silk linen shade adds a 
handsome quality.

Cats & Yarn Lamp
27” H
The Cats & Yarn Lamp is the cat’s meow with a 
tongue-in-cheek brass cast of two felines playing 
with yarn. A black wood base supports the 
antique bronze display while a white rectangular 
shade mimics as an faux umbrella for the cats.
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It’s all in the detail...

Circular Brass Floor Lamp
63” H
Drawing from midcentury elements, the Circular 
Brass Floor Lamp balances a round lamp shade 
within three ‘prongs’ that gather in the middle with 
a wood fastener to form a tripod base. The slight 
concave edges on the silk shade add a subtle 
optical illusion against the curved brass base.

Contemporary Brass Lamp
28” H
Solid brass gets forged into refined curves on the 
Contemporary Brass Lamp, which also features 
a satin gold finish over the metal base. A double 
gold trim on the white linen shade plays up the 
metallic theme.

Contemporary Floor Lamp
62” H
Black and gold meld together seamlessly on 
the Contemporary Floor Lamp, whose trellis-
shaped silhouette lends an eclectic look 
that’s compounded by the antique satin brass 
lamp shade. The Contemporary Floor Lamp is 
fashioned entirely out of solid brass and iron.
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It’s all in the detail...

Herringbone Lamp
27” H
The Herringbone Lamp evokes casual seaside 
elegance with shell pieces in a multicolored 
herringbone pattern decorated around a 
natural whitewashed acacia wood base. The 
gold finish finial and rod pick up subtle metallic 
undertones from the capiz shell inlay.

Hyedua Floor Lamp
60” H
The Hyedua Floor Lamp makes a statuesque 
statement with its handsome black leather and 
plaid shade treatment and a triangular wood 
base with tapering legs. A tasseled neck adds the 
finishing touch for that extra level of finesse.

Round Contemporary Chandelier
41” diameter x 34” H
The Round Contemporary Chandelier proves 
less is more with its crisp, modernist silhouette 
displayed on a large scale with LED lighting. The 
ebonized oak halo is capped by brass fittings and 
connecting rods that complete the minimalist 
design.
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It’s all in the detail...

Snakeskin Eggshell Lamp
29.25” H
Delicate eggshell inlay – achieved by lining up 
individual cracked eggshells with a resin top 
coat – adds a global personality to the Snakeskin 
Eggshell Lamp. Gold accents throughout the base 
complement the black lacquer backdrop.

Three Winged Lamp
29” H
Inspired by 19th century French empire style, 
the Three Winged Lamp features a resplendent 
winged tripod base entirely hand-carved from 
wood. Gilding is applied to highlight the depth 
of each feather, while an olive shade grounds 
the regal look.

Trumpet Art Deco Walnut Torchere
65” H
Evoking 1920’s ocean liner designs, the Trumpet 
Art Deco Walnut Torchere brings nostalgic 
elements in a modern manner with a trumpet-
shaped shade sitting atop a fluted column 
pedestal. The plated nickel shines against the 
carved walnut wood base.




